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The penetration of oil and oil products in the soil causes the disturbance of the natural soil biocenosis and the fine 

fraction emission of oily products in the air and water.  

Nowadays in Russia the technology of remediation is used in technological sites for the restoration of oily soil. It takes 

a long time and its effectiveness depends on climatic conditions and the geographical peculiarity of territory. It’s 

possible to avoid these imperfections in the case of using bioreactor technology which let to realize the cleaning oily 

soil in controllable conditions and to secure optimal settings for effective microbiological decomposition. 

The aim of this work was the development of bioreactor for the bioremediation of oily soil and the estimation of the 

effectiveness of the biodegradation in the specified settings. The subject of the research was the oily soil made by 

abnormal oil spill in the Perm region. 

On the ground of the experimental development conducted was devised the continuously working bioreactor which 

combines the reactor with sectional disposition of oily soil and reactor without mixing oily soil. The construction of 

bioreactor corresponds the rectangle body made from corrosion-resistant material. The body has 3 sections with gate 

partitions. The charging of substratum is proceeded from the top on the sections. 

The process of cleaning the oily soil took 80 days. The temperature of substratum was +20±2оС, the humidity of 

substratum was 70-80%, the volume share of structuring device was 30%. The height of substratum layer in every 

section was 30 cm. Bioremediation was conducted using aboriginal microflora. 

During the cleaning of polluted soil the oversight of the process in the term of microbiological and physicochemical 

indicators. The estimation of microbiological indicators was conducted by sowing in the hard elective medium. The 

effectiveness of the cleaning oily soil was estimated in the terms of total content of hydrocarbons in the soil in the initial 

and terminal period of the exposition with IR-spectrometry. 

During the microbiological soil developments the increase of the total number of microorganisms was established.  

The number of saprophytes increased. During the cleaning the microorganisms not uncovered before was appeared 

(actinomycete and microscopic fungies). Also the development of bacteria Azotobacter was established. The content of 

hydrocarbon oxidize microorganisms decreased. Such change of microbiological colonies shows the decrease of the 

oily soil toxicity and the oily soil approach to natural sod-podzol soil. 

The decrease of the content of oil products in the soil was reached by the activity of the oil decompose microorganisms. 

In the initial soil the oil product concentration was 75,0 - 76,0 gram/kg and in the end of experiment it was 7,1 - 7,44 

gram/kg (the effectiveness of cleaning 90,2-90,5%). 

During 80 days of exposition in the bioreactor the high speed of the oily soil cleaning process (about 90%) was reached 

by the maintenance of the optimal conditions for the vital activity of microorganisms.  

In the result of the experiments the initial facts was got for the projection of the experimental-industrial bioreactor.  

 


